
Playful Plants - play, collect, eat 
By Kiersten Brookes 

- Always look to see if the plant has a healthy 
population. Can it handle harvesting? Don’t 
take more than 5% or more than you need, 
don’t be wasteful.  Give something back to 
the environment; ask permission, give thanks, 
a hair, your breath, an offering. 

 
1. Dandelion - blow the seeds and make a 

wish 
- Split the stems and put into water 
- Eat it - all parts are edible 
- Suck water up the tube 
- Paint with the seed head  or blossoms 
- Blow bubbles in water, use it like a straw. 

 
2. Snapdragons- mouth opens and shuts with 
gentle pinching in at either sides at the same 
time.  What would your snap dragon say? Can 
you make a little play with two? 



3. Velcro plant - sticky - inspired Nasa, make 
designs on someone’s shirt 
4. Burdock - round velcro seed pods very sticky 
make a game! 
5. Fox tail - travels...squish gently in fist until it 
moves up your hand- valleys mountain tops 
6. Buttercup under chin - do you love butter? 
7. Thimbleberry leaf basket make one to keep 
your berries in 
8. Miner’s lettuce - nibble 
9. Bracken fern spears - target practice 
10. Maple seed helicopters 
11. Willow creations - dream catchers, willow 
whistle or maple whistle, water divining Y, weave 
a basket. 
12. Licorice fern - nibble root 
13 fuzzy lambs ears - soft - what can you use it 
for? 
14. Snowberry pop - on pavement satisfying 
15. Daisy chains - love me love me not or long 
chain. 



16. Rushes - weaving or straws 
17. Honeysuckle or clover - sweet nectar nibble, 
find 4 leaf cover 
18. Bullrushes or cat tails - nibble roots, play with 
the hot dog - use as a drumstick, make flour from 
the pollen, velvety seed head 
19. Moss pillows - moss grows slowly be very 
minimal 
20. Old man’s beard - face decorating grows 
slowly, be minimal 
21. Huckleberry - yum 
22.  Collect - arbutus berries, cones, horse 
chestnuts… make a game and use these as 
game pieces. 
 


